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9Days 7Nights Japan–Tateyama Snow Wall / Hiroshima / Shikoku 
 Osaka /Gujo Old Town/ Shirakawa/ Kanazawa / Bullet Train 

 
23 APR Day 1    Kuala Lumpur (KLIA) / Osaka (Kansai Airport)     MH 52 (2345/0715+1) 
( 9:30pm) Assemble at Kuala Lumpur International Airport to check in for the flight to Japan [Osaka]   
 
24 APR Day 2    (0715 am) Arrive Osaka ~ Gujo : Hachiman Old Street / Country Expo Center+Dancing  

   / Wax Food Model Production Museum ~ Shirakawa Gassho Village ~ Kanazawa  

  
Gujo Hachiman Old Streets 
a places that still remain Japan unique traditional cultural . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  
Hachiman County Expo Center + Dance Performances 
In the county Gifu Prefecture, central Japan Hachiman Expo, 
you can learn about the local history such as the origins of 
the town, the story of water, the fishermen and other 
appliances.  It will be staged four times a day with dance 
performances including the name of "Spring horse", "cat's 
son" dance. 
 

 

  
Hachiman Wax Food Model Production Museum 
Food replicas are wax or plastic representations of dishes that many restaurants in 
Japan put on display to entice patrons. Gujo Hachiman has been a centre of food replica 
production for decades, and maintains four replica workshops. 
 
 
 
 

 

  
Shirakawa Gassho Village 
Declared a UNESCO world heritage site in 1995, famous for their traditional 
gassho-zukuri farmhouses, some of which are more than 250 years old. The 
architectural style developed over many generations and is designed to 
withstand the large amounts of heavy snow that falls in the region during 
winter. The roofs, made without nails, provided a large attic space used for 
cultivating silkworms.  
 
 

Breakfast: Meal on Board               //   Lunch: Japanese Cuisine                //   Dinner: Japanese Cuisine                 

Hotel: Kanazawa . Hotel Kokusai         or similar 

 
 
25 APR Day 3    Kanazawa Kenrokuen ~ Tateyama (Mt. Northern Alpine Snow Wall . Kurobe Dam) 

Kanazawa Kenrokuen 
Is classified as one of Japan's "three most beautiful 
landscape gardens". Many people consider it the best of 
them all. The spacious garden used to be the outer 
garden of Kanazawa Castle. Constructed by the ruling 
Maeda family over a period of nearly two centuries, it 
was not opened to the public until 1871. Kenrokuen 
features various ponds, streams, waterfalls, bridges, 
teahouses, trees, stones and flowers.  
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Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Route 
Is a unique and spectacular route through the Northern Alpine Mt., which is traversed by various transportation, including cable 
cars, train, ropeway and bus. The route is particularly famous for the high Snow walls that line some of its roads in spring. This 
road is only opened from April to November. 
Ice Wall Travel Route ( around from 20 Apr ~ 30 May ) : 
1. Tateyama Station→Bijodaira  : 【Train】 (1.7km – 7min – sea level 977m) 

2. Bijodaira→Amithaba Field→Tengudaira→Murodo : 【Bus】 (23km – 50min – sea level 2450m) 

3. Murodo→Tateyama→Daikanbo : 【Train via the tunnel】(3.7km – 10min – sea level 2316m) 

4. Daikanbo→Kurobedaira : 【Cable Car】(1.7km – 7min – sea level 1828m) 

5. Kurobedaira→Kurobe Lake : 【Underground Train】 (0.8km – 5min – sea level 1455m) 

6. Kurobe Lake→Kurobe Dam : 【Walking Distance】 (0.8km – 15min – sea level 1470m) 

7. Kurobe Dam→Ogizawa : 【Train】 (6.1km – 16min – sea level 1433m) 

Breakfast: Hotel               //   Lunch: Japanese Cuisine                //   Dinner: Hotel Buffet    

Hotel : Shirakaba . Ikenotaira Hotel (Hot Spring)        or similar 
 

 
26 APR  Day 4   Nagoya ~【Bullet Train -- Sinkansen , 2.5hours】~ Hiroshima 

  
Nagoya Station Underground Shopping 
 
Nagoya ~【Bullet Train -- Sinkansen , 2.5hours】~ Hiroshima 

 
 
 

 
Breakfast: Hotel         //   Lunch: Japanese Cuisine   //   Dinner: Hiroshima Okonomiyaki ( Japan Pizza ) & Oyster 

Hotel : Hiroshima . Prince Hotel        or similar 
 

27 APR  Day 5     Hiroshima: Peace Memorial Museum / Itsukushima Shrine ~ cross Edo Sea using Edo Bridge  from  
                                     Hiroshima to Shikoku~ Dogo Onsen 

  
Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum 
"The Peace Memorial Museum" collects and displays belongings left by the victims. 
Photos, and other materials that convey the horror of that event, supplemented by 
exhibits that describe Hiroshima before and after the bombings and others that present 
the current status of the nuclear age.  
 
 
 

 

  
Itsukushima Shrine ( Included Ferry ) 
It is in the city of Hatsukaichi in Hiroshima Prefecture in Japan. The shrine complex is 
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and the Japanese government has designated 
several buildings and possessions as National Treasures. 
 
 
 
 

 

  
Shikoku.  Dogo Onsen Street ( the oldest spa in Japan)  
Dogo-onsen Hot Spring, located in Matsuyama, the capital of Ehime, is the oldest spa in 
Japan, which is said to have a 3 thousand years of history. A legend says that it healed a 
deity’s illness in ancient time. Its good quality spring with noteworthy traditions and 
easily accessible from downtown have made Dogo-onsen a very popular destination.  
 
 

 



  
Botchan Karakuri Clock &  soak your feet at roadside 
natural Hot Spring 
Places that able to relax your feet in this magnificent 
mini hot spring located right in Hojoen Square near the 
station and clock. There are many people sitting on 
benches around the bath dipping their tired feet in the 
hot water spewing from a Meiji Era iron pot. 

 
Breakfast: Hotel               //   Lunch: Japanese  Cuisine              //   Dinner: Japanese Set Dinner in Hotel 

Hotel : Dogo . Prince Hotel (Hot Spring)       or similar 
 

 
28 APR  Day 6   Dogo ~ Matsuyama ~ Imabari Towel Art Center ~ Kazurabashi Bridge ~ Iya Valley / Oboke Gorge Cruise  

     ~ Takamatsu 

  
Dogo ( Riding Botchan Steam Trains ) Matsuyama 
has an excellent system of trams for getting around the city. One other train worth 
riding at least once is the Botchan Steam Train, which runs two routes from a Meiji-
era period piece wooden station at Dogo Onsen to both Matsuyama-shi station or 
Komachi Station and then back again.  
 
 
 

 

   
Matsuyama Castle ( Included Lift Chair ) 
is one of Japan's most beautiful original castles. It is 
located on Katsuyama, a steep hill in the city center 
which provides visitors to the castle with a bird's eye 
view of Matsuyama and the Seto Inland Sea. 
 
 
 

 

  
Imabari Towel Art Center 
The Imabari towel has been in production since 1894 when the 
cotton flannel machine was converted for manufacturing 
towels. Today about 4,000 looms and 3,000 employees in 
Imabari produce an annual shipment value of 50 billion yen, 
which forms more than 60% of the entire towel production in 
Japan. 

 

  
Japan Top Three Odd Bridge : Kazurabashi Bridge 
In the past, suspension bridges made of mountain vines (kazurabashi) were one of the 
only ways to easily move people and goods across the river of the of the Iya Valley. 
History is unclear about their origins, but legend says that they were either first raised 
by Kobo Daishi, founder of the Shingon Sect of Japanese Buddhism, or created by Heike 
refugees hiding in the area after their defeat in the Gempei War (1180-1185) as a means 
of quickly cutting off access to the valley. 
 
 

 

  
Iya Valley : Japan Top Three Mystery  
Oboke Gorge ( Included Boat Ride) 
Oboke Gorge (大歩危 , Ōboke) and neighboring 

Koboke Gorge (小歩危) are little ways downstream, 
narrow, steep sided gorges near the entrance to the 
Iya Valley and popularly combined with a visit to the 
area. Cut by the swirling rapids of the Yoshino River, 
their names mean "big dangerous steps" and "small 

dangerous steps" as their jagged, rocky walls can be perilous to navigate.  

Breakfast: Hotel               //   Lunch: Japanese Cuisine              //   Dinner: Japanese BBQ 

Hotel : Takamatsu . Rihga Royal Hotel       or similar 
 

 
 
 



 
29 APR  Day 7      Takamatsu ~Tokushima 

  
Takamatsu. Ritsurin Park 
is a landscape garden in Takamatsu City, built by the local feudal lords during the early 
Edo Period. Considered one of the best gardens in Japan, it is often suggested that 
Ritsurin Koen deserves a spot on the list of the "three most beautiful gardens of Japan" 
alongside Kanazawa's Kenrokuen, Mito's Kairakuen and Okayama's Korakuen. 
 
 
 

 

  
Awa-Hall ( Enjoy Tokushima Awa-Odori Folk Dance ) 
This Tokushima festival features folkdances performed to welcome the souls of 
ancestors in the Bon season, from July to August. The dance dates back to 1587 when 
the Feudal Lord Hachisuka Iemasa (1558-1638), in celebration of newly-built 
Tokushima Castle, offered sake to the people of the castle town; the citizens became so 
drunk they started to dance in an unsteady gait. 
 
 

Breakfast: Hotel               //   Lunch: Japanese Cuisine              //   Dinner: Japanese Steamboat Cuisine               

Hotel : Tokushima . Daiwa Roynet Hotel       or similar 
 

 
30 APR Day 8      Tokushima ~ Pass By Awaji Island ~ 【Naruto Strait Bridge】~ Kobe ~ Outlet Mall ~ Osaka  

  
Naruto Strait Bridge – Witness the 20m large whirlpools are impressive 
The Naruto whirlpools occur along the Shikoku coast of the Naruto Strait, and are 
created by the large volumes of water moving between the Seto Inland Sea and the 
Pacific Ocean between high and low tide, combined with the unique underwater 
geography of the narrow strait. 

 
 

 

  
Dotonbori / Shinsaibashi Shopping Street 
There are many restaurants, shops ….. . 
 

 

 

Breakfast: Hotel             // Lunch: Kobe Beef  ( or Pork)          // Dinner: Crab Meals 

Hotel : Osaka . Sunroute Namba Hotel        or similar 
 

 
01 MAY  Day 9     Osaka / Kuala Lumpur        MH 53 (1100/1705) 
After breakfast, transfer to Airport for the flight back home. 

 

************************************************************************************************************************ 
 
 
** The sequence of itinerary, meals and hotel arrangement are subject to the final adjustment of the local ground operator. **                                                                                                                                                                          

**  TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY ** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



【 Hotel 】 

★金泽 . 国际 酒店   /  Kanazawa . Kokusai Hotel     

 
 
★白桦.  池の平  (温泉)     /     Shirakaba .  Ikenotaira  Hotel ( Hot Spring )      

 
 

★广岛 . 王子酒店    /   Hiroshima.   Prince Hotel      

 
 

★ 道后 . 王子酒店    (温泉)  /    Dogo.   Prince Hotel  ( Hot Spring )        

 
 

★高松  .  Rihga Royal Hotel     /  Takamatsu  .   Rihga Royal Hotel 

 
 

★德岛 . Daiwa Roynet Hotel   /   Tokushima   . Daiwa Roynet Hotel    

 
 

★大阪 . Sunroute Namba 酒店   /  Osaka. Sunroute Namba Hotel 

 
 


